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        Hotels in evidence

        The hotels recommended by the editorial staff
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                	High-quality natural cuisine

	Wonderful SPA

	Trips for every season
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                My Arbor Plose Wellness Hotel - Adults Only
                
                    
                        
     
    
 
    Bressanone

                                                                          
                                                
                                             
  
 
                                                                 
  
 
                                                                 
  
 
                                                                 
  
 
                                                                 
  
 
                            
                                    

                	Active holiday: experience the nature of Plose

	Spa & Wellness: wood, heat, water

	Gourmet hotel: a pleasure for the palate
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                FORESTIS Dolomites - Adults Only
                
                    
                        
     
    
 
    Bressanone

                                                                          
                                                
                                             
  
 
                                                                 
  
 
                                                                 
  
 
                                                                 
  
 
                                                                 
  
 
                            
                                    

                	Completely renewed hotel

	A kingdom of natural elements: air, spring water, sun, mild climate

	Infinity pool with panoramic views, multi-story panoramic restaurant
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    San Candido
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                	Adults Only Hotel for exclusive moments as a couple

	Surrounded by the Dolomites, in the center of San Candido

	Unique atmosphere in modern style
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                Majestic Hotel & Spa Resort
                
                    
                        
     
    
 
    Brunico and surroundings
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                	Directly on the slopes of Plan de Corones

	Outdoor wellness oasis and gourmet cuisine

	Golf Hotel with golf course 250 metres away
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    Brunico and surroundings
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                	Family hotel with child care 7 days a week and entertainment for all ages

	The only hotel in Europe with a Sky Adventure Park on the hotel roof

	Natural lake and innovative water park with the longest indoor slide in South Tyrol
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    Corvara in Badia

                                                                          
                                                
                                             
  
 
                                                                 
  
 
                                                                 
  
 
                                                                 
  
 
                                                                 
  
 
                            
                                    

                	Sky Spa with outdoor whirlpool and private heliport

	Family atmosphere and Ladin tradition

	Culinary delicacies to savour
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                ABINEA DOLOMITI ROMANTIC SPA****
                
                    
                        
     
    
 
    Castelrotto

                                                                          
                                    

                	Wellness & Spa: relax in harmony with nature

	Gourmet: experience first class cuisine

	Family-run


                View details
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    Rio Pusteria
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                	Ski lift and walking trails starting from the hotel

	For families: children's pool, game rooms, minizoo

	Alpine wellness on 2,000 sqm with swimming pools, saunas and spa
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                Luxury Destinations

                Discover the most exclusive destinations in South Tyrol, Trentino and Veneto
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            Merano and surroundings
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            San Candido
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            Val Pusteria and Plan de Corones
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            Alpe di Siusi
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            Valle Isarco and Alta Valle Isarco
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                Dolomiticlass exclusive benefits
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                Follow Dolomiticlass
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                Subscribe to our newsletter
                You will receive information, exclusive offers and news for your luxury holiday in the Dolomites.
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